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Office of the Commissioners of Prisons, >

State House, Boston, Jan. 8, 1877. >

Eon. J. B. D. Cogswell
, President of the Senate.

Dear Sir ;—We heg leave to transmit through you to the
Legislature, the accompanying Report, prepared in conform-
ity with the instructions of the Resolve hereto appended.

For the Commissioners of Prisons,
Very respectfully,

Secretary.

[Chap. 23.

Resolve concerning the Commissioners of Prisons.
Resolved , That the commissione

report to the next legislature, during
definite plan for dividing the state
estimate of the expense of carrying

■s of prisons be instructed to
; the first week of its session, a
into prison districts, with an
the same into effect; and also

to present an estimate of the value of the various prison buildings
in the several counties, and to make such other recommendations
upon the subject as they may deem proper. [Approved April 6,

1876.

(HommontDcaitl) of ittassadjusctts.

THOS. D. HOWARD,
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives in General Court
convened :

Being instructed by chapter 23 of the General Resolves
of the year 1876 to report to your honorable body (1) a
definite plan for dividing the State into prison districts, with
(2) an estimate of the expense of carrying the same into
effect, also (3) to present an estimate of the value of the
various prison buildings in the several counties, and (4) to
make such other recommendations as may seem suitable on
the subject, we ask leave to pie lent the following

The subject of the report c
attention of the Prison Commis
tion by the terms of the Act e
prescribed is set forth as follow

ailed for was brought to the
sion from its very orgauiza-

ablishing it. The first duty

“ The commissioners of prisons shall, as far as practicable,
classify all prisoners held under sentence in all the jails and houses
of correction in the state, or that may be committed thereto at any
time hereafter, having reference to age, sex, character, condition
and offences, and in such a manner as to promote the reformation,
safe custody and economy of support of the prisoners, and the
separation of male and female prisoners.”

To suitably classify those persons whom the State for its
own safety deprives of their liberty and takes under its own
charge, was doubtless a principal object had in view by the
legislation from which we have just quoted.

The classification having reference to sex not only had
precedence in the language of the Act, but in the need, which
was great and manifest. The only places of imprisonment
provided for women were the houses of correction, also
occupied by men. So that it was clearly incumbent on the

Commom»caltl) of ittassacljusrtte.
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Prison Commission to direct its earliest efforts toward the
establishment of a separate prison for women, in which, under
the care of persons of their own sex, they might be guided
toward reformation and a right mode of life. This consum-
mation is nearly reached by the erection, in accordance with
chapter 385, Acts of 1874, of the reformatory prison for
women, of which an account will be rendered to the Legis-
lature in our annual report.

But scarcely less imperative than the requirement for a
woman’s prison, seemed the demand for separate places of
confinement for male prisoners of widely different degrees of
criminality ; so that those convicted of serious crimes on the
one hand, and those found guilty of lighter offences on the
other, might be brought under influences suited to their
respective needs. Thus the attention of the Prison Commis-
sion, including its former Secretary, Rev. Joshua Coit, was
from the beginning of its work called to the subject on which
the Resolve directs us to report.

In order intelligently to set forth the proposed plan, it
seems proper first to sketch the present mode of administra-
tion of the system of jails and houses of correction.

The county commissioners in all the counties except that of
Suffolk, and in that the board of directors of public institu-
tions, have charge of the construction of the buildings and
of any remodelling, extension and repairs of the same. It is
the province of these boards, also, to purchase the supplies
of food. In addition to these duties, they are required, as a
board of inspectors, to examine the prisons in their county,
and to give notice of the violation or neglect of any of the
provisions of the law relating to prisons to the district attor-
ney. They are, finally, to let out prisoners for hire under
certain circumstances, or to furnish materials for their labor,
provided they are employed directly by the county.

Meanwhile, there is appointed by the county commissioners,
for each house of correction, a board of three overseers, who
can, in behalf of the county, make contracts for the labor of
the prison. In addition to this duty, they are intrusted with
the power to pardon those found guilty of certain specified
minor offences, or to bind them out for any term during the
period of their sentence. They are also required to examine
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and audit the accounts for the care and expense of support-
ing and employing the persons committed to the house of
correction of which they have oversight.

The keeper of a jail, or the master of a house of correction,
beside the duties pertaining to the care and safe-keeping of
the prisoners, is, by law, required to purchase necessary fuel,
bedding, and clothing; also to furnish, by money advanced
out of the county treasury, as ordered by the commissioners
of the county, tools for the employment of prisoners.

The sheriff, in addition to his other various duties, "shall
have the custody, rule and charge of the jails, and, except
in the county of Suffolk, the houses of correction, and of all
prisoners therein, and shall keep the same by himself, or by
his deputy, as jailer, master or keeper, for whom he shall be
responsible.” (Sect. 19 of chap. 178, General Statutes.)

From the office of the Secretary of the Board of State
Charities, blanks are furnished, with interrogatories, as pre-
scribed in chapter 307 of the Acts of the year 1864, and the
returns of the same, both those concerning prisoners and
those containing certified statements of expenditures and
receipts, are filed in that office, and made the basis of the
annual report thence issued.

Since the appointment of the Commissioners of Prisons and
the Advisory Board, provided for by chapter 370 of the year
1870, it has been their duty, through some of their number,
"to visit all the jails and houses of correction in the State at
least once in six months, and in their report to the Legisla-
ture to show the actual condition of the jails and houses of
correction in all the counties of the State, with such sugges-
tions and recommendations as they may deem proper” ; and to
aid them in promoting the suitable classification of prisoners,
spoken of above, they are empowered (section 2) "to re-
move prisoners from one jail to another, and from one house
of correction to another,” by a process based on authority
thus conferred.

We propose, in the place of this complicated and intricate
method, a system by which the State shall, through a central
board, such board to be created by, and directly subject to,
the state government, assume full and entire ownership and
control of the prisons now under county administration; and
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that the prisons, constituted as shall be subsequently recom-
mended, be administered by masters appointed by the gov-
ernor, with the approval of the council, and holding their
office during the pleasure of the governor; that the faithful
discharge of the trust committed to them be secured by bond,
with satisfactory sureties, the general oversight of the prisons,
as of other institutions of the State, being committed to the
governor and council.O

In order that such prisons may meet existing and prospect-
ive needs, we report the following plan for dividing the State
into prison districts, such districts to be designated by the
numbers respectively prefixed. It will be observed, also,
that, as a distinctive local appellation, a name for each dis-
trict is proposed,—that of a county when it consists of a
single county; in other cases, that of the principal city in-
cluded.

District No. 1, Boston, to be composed of Suffolk and Norfolk
counties.

District No. 2, Middlesex, to be Middlesex County
District No. 3, Essex, to be Essex County.
District No. 4, New Bedford, to be composed of Bristol, Plym-

outh, Barnstable, Nantucket, and Dukes counties.
District No. 5, Worcester, to be Worcester County.
District No. 6, Springfield, to be composed of Hampden, Hamp-

shire and Franklin counties.
District No. 7, Berkshire, to be Berkshire County.

We recommend that the lines inclosing the above-named
divisions of the State be established for prison purposes, in
the same way as the law defines and fixes the bounds of dis-
tricts for other purposes of jurisdiction or of administration.

The union of the two counties named as the first district
will, doubtless, commend itself as natural and proper, when
we come to consider the utilization of the two prisons within
its limits, now used for the confinement of prisoners under
sentence ; viz., those at South Boston and at Dedham.

The establishment of the second, third, fifth, and seventh
would only change established county lines into those of
prison districts. It only remains to speak of the composition
of the proposed fourth district (New Bedford) and the sixth
(Springfield).
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Of the counties named in connection with the former, there
are four (Nantucket, Dukes, Barnstable, and Plymouth),
which, from the small number of prisoners committed at the
present time, cannot maintain any systematized labor, and
three of them utilize but a small part of their prison accom-
modations.

The jail and house of correction at Nantucket has 8 rooms,
each 15x11 feet. The average number of prisoners were:
for 1871, 1.5; 1872 and 1873, .00; 1874, .05. During the
last year, .00.

The prison at Edgartown is a jail only, and so not designed
to receive prisoners sentenced to labor. It has 12 cells.
Nearly the same fractional average numbers prevail as at
Nantucket, though in 1874 it was 2.25. During last year,
there was but one prisoner, whose stay there was only about
a fortnight in duration. At the Barnstable jail and house of
correction, which has a capacity for 20 prisoners, there was
an average for the year 1875 of only 4.95. As a matter of
course, no practicable system of labor could be introduced
into these prisons.

At Plymouth, great difficulty has been found in making a
contract for the prison labor, or in effecting any arrange-
ment by which work could be carried on in the shops, and for
long periods during the last five years no mechanical labor
has been done. On this account, in 1872 and in 1874, men
were removed from this house of correction to that at New
Bedford. Since the last-named year, work has been furnished
at Plymouth with a greater or less degree of steadiness; but
the establishment is too small to allow of the hope that organ-
ized labor can be regularly and systematically carried on.
Hence the reason why prisoners sentenced to labor in this
county should serve out their time where there is a prospect
of their being steadily and profitably employed.

In the sixth proposed district, Franklin County has a jail
and house of correction ; the building contains 32 cells ; also
a workshop 50x32 feet. For the year 1870, the average
number of prisoners was only 8 ; for 1871, 10.35 ; for 1872,
4.9; for 1873, 4; for 1874, 7.3; for 1875, 5.52. At the
close of the last prison year, September 30, there were
9 prisoners, and at times during the year there has been a
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larger number; May 3, there were 17. But this increase
is attributable to a cause which will, doubtless, prove tem-
porary. Commitments are mainly of persons arrested in the
vicinity of the Tunnel and the portions in Franklin County
on the line of the Vermont and Massachusetts division of the
Fitchburg Railroad, where many employes and men seeking
work are gathered, and disturbances of the peace were, during
the first half of the year, frequent. When this work is com-
pleted, there is no reason to expect that the average will be
materially larger than in the years above mentioned.

In the three river counties, the population gravitates toward
the southern part, as do the facilities for travel; so that
Springfield and Northampton olfer the two most available
locations for the house of correction and the workhouse.

It may be added, that the state courts have, in the counties
above named, practically adopted, so far as could be with
the present arrangements, the consolidation we propose.
Persons receiving sentences to houses of correction in
Greenfield, have usually been ordered to serve them in
Northampton. During the term of the superior court,
held at Greenfield in April last, five men were sentenced
to the house of correction at Northampton; during that
held in August, four men and two women; while for many
years it has been the practice of courts to sentence prisoners
from Nantucket and Dukes counties to New Bedford, and
from Barnstable and Plymouth they have been frequently
removed to that or other prisons.

The plan we offer includes the establishment of a house of
correction and a workhouse in each of the prison districts.
The locations of the buildings proposed to be taken for these
prisons are indicated in the following tabl

Districts. Proposed Designation. Location of W
tion.

No. 1, Boston, . . . South Boston,. . Dedham.
2, Middlesex, . , East Cambridge, . Lowell.
8, Essex, . . . Lawrence, . . Ipswich.
4, New Bedford,. . New Bedford,. . Taunton.
5, Worcester, . . Worcester, . . Fitchburg.
6, Springfield, . . Northampton,. . Springfield.
7, Berkshire, . . Pittsfield, . . Pittsfield.

2
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It will be seen that the plan contemplates in each instance
the adoption of a prison now in use. Alterations will in
some cases be necessary, but with the few exceptions which
will be hereafter named, the buildings designated are adapted

ises to which they are assignedwithout change to the purp
above.

In regard to the recommenda 3n for the Essex district, an
explanation is necessary. \ ave no hesitation in naming
the Lawrence house of correctk n for the house of correction
of the district. As a whol it is the best, after that at
Worcester, in the State. An workshops, as regards

laptation to a variety of em-convenience, ventilation am

ployments, are second only t<
The house of correction at

South Boston.
i is also adapted to the

purposes of a district workhouse. The five acres of land,
which are kept under if cultivation, furnishing
profitable employment to a considerable number of pris-men
oners, would be an e advantage.

There is, however, a double use of this group of building
a wing being the county receptacle for the insane. Ofone wing be

the offices, t reatim

building; the w
used in commoi

ase and

llowing from the FirstOf the asylum, we

Annual Report—that for 1864—0 f the Board of State
Charities (p. 1

The house of correction at Ipswich has attached to it a recepta-

cle for lunatics, w
now the only monument of that law remaining. Tl
which may

follow
“‘Be it enacted, &c. Section 1. T

precincts ot ti

convenient ap:
persons not furiously mad, to be confined therein as hereinafter

provided
ect. 2. When it shall be made to appear, on application made

in writing to any two justices of the peace, one of whom shall be of

the quorum, or any police court, that any person being within the

PRISON COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT. [Jan.
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jurisdiction of such justices or courts is an idiot or lunatic not
furiously mad, the said justices or courts are hereby authorized to
order the confinement of such persons in the receptacle provided
for the purf

“Under this Act, only three counties ever opened receptacles
Suffolk founded the Boston Lunatic Hospital, Middlesex had a
receptacle at East Cambridge, and Essex at Ipswich. The Cam-
bridge recep

The Boston Lunatic Hospital is now a municipal institu-
tion. And Dr. Walker, in his report dated May 1, 1876,
calls attention to the fact that "the twenty-fifth year of the
present management will close before the next annual report
shall t

The building at Ipswich, used for the two purposes above
named, is placed by the assessors under the head of prison
property. The law, also, under which the receptacle was

) change from the
the requirement beingtor

that the asylum should be " within the precincts of the house
of correction.” This house of correction could therefore be
transferred to the State by the same provisions as those
which apply to other jails and houses of correction.

The difficulty which comes to our mind is found in theur

joint use of the two institutions under state and county man-
agement, respectively. A separate valuation of the interests
of the two is at present impracticable. In answer to our

t, N. E.. Farley, Esq., chairman of the
I of assessors, writes: "We appraised the main build-

for the insane,’ at $50,000.
We estimate the value of that portion used by the insane at

leaving as the value of the prison $34,000 ”; but
adds the facts stated above as to the use by both departments
A the boiler-house, etc. We place in the table the full
imount of the valuation of land and buildings, aware that

than a single ownership would involve complica-any other than a single ownership

tions which should be avoided. In case of the transfer pro
posed, occupancy of part of the property as a county recep-
tacle for the insane could be arranged for between the county
and the State.
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Another contingency naturally suggests itself as we look
into the near future. The tendency is evident to bring all
the insane who are provided for in any manner at the public
charge, into institutions specially established and controlled
by the State. As has been seen, the law of 1836 resulted
in only three county asylums; one of these has ceased to
exist and another has become a municipal institution. Large
additional accommodations for the insane, also, are being

7 7 O

provided by the State. Should the necessity thus cease to
exist, the discontinuance of the county receptacle may be
anticipated. In that case, the entire building would be avail-
able for the purposes of the district workhouse.

Should it, however, prove impracticable to establish a
workhouse at Ipswich, it is recommended that the jail at
Salem be taken for that purpose. Under the head of the
expense of carrying into effect the general plan proposed,
the results of a separate computation, based on the valuation
of the Salem jail, will be presented, with an approximate
estimate of the cost of such additions as will be necessary
in order to render it available for the use proposed.

In a general survey of the other prison buildings recom-
mended as houses of correction and workhouses, Lowell jail is
the only one which appears as requiring additions and exten-
sions in order to accommodate the numbers likely to be com-
mitted to it. The facts in this case, however, will appear more
clearly from the comparison instituted of the following details.

The capacity of the prisons proposed for houses of correc-
tion and workhouses is, respectively, as shown in the follow-
ing table:—
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Table No. I.— Capacity of Prison Buildings

Number of Cells, number of Rooms, and Total A dations of
the Prison Buildings recommended for Houses of Go:
Workhouses.

and

PRISON BOILDINC

gt f j Boston House of Correction, . . 45
’\J Dedham Jail and House of Correction, 11

o j /1 Cambridge Jail and House of (
"Mi Lowell Jail, , 54

f Lawrence Jail and House of Correction, 122 6s 224’\j Ipswich House of Correction, . . 118 - 118

/! New Bedford Jail and House of Cor
Taunton Jail, ....

148 1£

sth / Worcester Jail and House ofCorrectic
Fitchburg Jail and House of Correct! 81

Springfield Jail and House of (
Northampton Jail and House oj

152
Cor 90

Pittsfield Jail and House of Correction, 11

A
Th

•I The

ft

dations of the prison, we assign th
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that the " accommodations ”We do not intend to state
per for the health and well-afforded are all suitable and prc

e 478 cells at South Boston,
feet on the floor, the height

inched dimensions are all the

being of the prisoners. Of th

more than half are only 3^x7
being 7 feet; and of the same
cells at Ipswich, with the exception of If

These have, however, long been in use, and are likely to

be used in time to come, alteration being, from the construc-
tion of the buildings, impracticable. And the utilization of

ppose to be the intention ofthe prisons as they exist we su
under which this Report isthe Legislature in the Resolv

rendered
r 385 of the year 1874, it isBy the third section of chapt

provided, that

orison for women is ready toAs soon as t
convicts committed to thereceive

prociamsame, the governor shall issue

id thereupon all female convi
id by order of the commission

reformatory prison for women
removcommitted

:d, shalof prisons, as hereinafter pr
to the sentemployed and detained, contorma

aid prison duly made and pro-and the rules and regulations

vid

men prisoners made by thisThe ample provision for w
f the State to relieve thelegislation, indicates the puiy

county prisons of female prisoners sentenced by the courts
In order further to carry out this intent, the legislation we
propose (section 6) provides for the imprisonment of women

awaiting trial only
When it is remembered that it has been the custom te

devote one "side” to women, it will be evident that by this

haime considerable room will be made available for male

prisoners.
The inmates of the various prisons are classified, and the

several districts, indicated innumber of each class in the
Table No. 2. (See pp. 16, 17.)
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The number of women, including those in both jail and
house of correction, in several of the prisons, is, as appears
from the above table, small. In some cases it is inconsidera-

ms set apart for women. At
amber 30, six women, while

ble relative to the accommodati
Northampton there were, Sept
the number of cells set apart f
there were six women, and ther
that remains of the old house
cells.

women is 23. At Dedham
is assigned to them the wing
of correction, containing 32

)lumn isIn Table No. 3 (p. 18), a (
awaiting trial ” ; those sentence

women

ivided for in antici-
men. The sum of
is divided bv two,

•ial ” ; those sentenced being prc
the reformatory prison for wc
for trial in the whole district

patior
those

the tvhalf assigned to one proposed prisons,
the district await-
provision is made
Boston (109 men
it being supposed

the men i
way. N<
the jail a

Another column is assigned

ing trial, divided in the same
for prisoners awaiting trial in
and 18 women on the 30th of £

that Suffolk, with its ample ja
avail itself of the provision in
as jails of the houses of corr
table is designed to show how
houses of correction (excepting
have been distributed under the

In order suitably to assign p
rection and workhouses respec
year have been analyzed; som
and others for a sufficient per
between the two classes of pri
applied to the whole prison.

In the woi’khouse column ar
for offences enumerated in secti

ept

idations, would not1 accommodati

the proposed
;ction and woi

for the use

The
:he jails and
men) would

the pri

plan proj por

the houses of cor-
returns of the last

nsone

tively, the
for the entire year
iblish a proportion

if them
;1 to est iportion

this proportionu

imittedplaced j
u 28 of cl

nsone

ipter Ibo, (

vairrin in

re also included as inmat
11 those now held for the nhe I of li

This, in order to di i

f these that v
of course, be definitely fixed,
for expecting that the permai

IV

nt prison population of this
posed than it is under theclass will be less under the pr



{Boston Jail,
Boston House of Correction, .

Dedham Jail and House of Correction

, f Cambridge Jail and House of Correction,
' \ Lowell Jail,

f Ipswi'
, J Saleira ’l j Newb

) Salem Jail,
I j Newburyport Jail, ....
I 1 Lawrence Jail and House of Correction

' i Taunton Jail,
New Bedford Jail and House of Correction
Plymouth Jail and House of Correction,

... j ' Plymouth dan auu
| | Barnstable Jail and House of Correcti

| I Edgartown Jail,
i t Nantucket Jail and House of Corr

Classify f Prisoners remaining in Jails and Houses of Correction
Table No. 2
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Co

Cth,

7 th,

_
h-‘

1 00118
-a

I—l

17 4

111

234 226

Kn

>

Hts
I
tz!o

I—‘

Worcester Jail and House of Correction,
Fitchburg Jail and House of Correction,

Springfield Jail and House of Correction,
Northampton Jail and House of Correction,
Greenfield Jail and House of Correction,

Pittsfield Jail and House of Correction,

� Also United States prisoners and witnesses, 10; held for debt, 3. t Also 1 United States prisoner.



Table No. 3 oo
Table showing how the Prisoners in the County Prisons, September 30, 1873, would have been distributed under the proposed

plan.

s
CO
O
!zj
O
Oj / Housv. -../u at South Boston, . . . , | 44

’ \ Workhouse at Dedham
’ of Correction at soucn iroston. 1 444 667 - 223 O

1-147 136 12 g
28 3 182 479 - 297 g
28 2 169 84 86 ft
82 1 185 224 - 89 $
81 2 155 118 37 - f-.r-r ~ ~ O

3 6

2 f House of Correction at Cambridge,
’\ Workhouse at Lowell, .

151
105
102

r
House of Correction at Lawrence,1.
Workhou;

4 / House of Correction at New Bedford, .
’ \ Workhouse at Taunton,

House of Correction at New Bedf 17 - 8G 178 - 92 y
82 16 1 186 102 83 3i

g f House of Conception at Wore
’ \ Workhouse at Fitchburg,

10 1 87 209 - 126 W
10 1 164 81 83 &
20 8 78 152 79

16:
IIg f House of Correction at Springfield,

’\ Workhouse at Northampton, , 4 20 2 112 90 22 P3
7 f House of Correction at Pittsfield, .
’\ Workhouse, at Pittsfield,

Pittsfield, 12 1 44 143 - 44
111-66 - - g

236 18 2,038 2,662 322 949 §al,I 1

Houses of Correction, Total, . 1.051
Workhouses, Total, 987
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present prison system. It should be added, that from want
of data for making the separation, women are included in
the column of "held for fines and costs.” The number of
women so held is relatively very small, but if it could be
taken out, the demand on th<
as shown by the table. All
houses of correction. Again

workhouses would be less than
others are reckoned as in the

t the total of those assigned to
each proposed prison is placed the entire accommodation, and
the excess or deficit made to appear.

It should be borne in mind, in this connection, that the
number of inmates of the county prisons has been for the past
three years, and is now, exceptionally large. It is noticeable,
however, that although at times during the period named,
some of the houses of correction have been greatly crowded,
yet there has been, except in the prison at Lawrence, where
sixty cells were added in the year 1874, no enlargement of
the cell capacity by extension of or addition to the buildings.
Spare-rooms have been converted into dormitories, bedsteads
have been arranged along the wall in the halls, and in one
instance we saw a bath-tub transformed into a comfortable
bed. The impression has evidently been that the present
should not be adopted as the measure of the future. This
opinion seems to us to be founded on the probabilities of the
case. But whether or not we are correct in this, it is certain
that accommodations greatly beyond actual requirement ought
not to be furnished in any institution supported at the public
charge. Construction of prisons should not be in advance of
evident necessity. Close calculation is in this matter the part
of wisdom.
If it is apprehended that the lengthening of sentences for

drunkenness and other offences against good order would
permanently increase the demand upon our prisons, it can
only be said that such is not the legitimate effect. Repeated
short sentences, unproductive as they are of reform, fill our
houses of correction and the house of industry at Deer Island.
It is, as will be subsequently shown, those who, with short
periods intervening, spend in terms of thirty days each a
great part of their time in prison that cause the demand for
prison room.
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11. The estimate of the expense of carrying into effect
the plan proposed, is necessarily based on information called
for under the third head of the Resolve. We therefore antic-
ipate by presenting the estimated value of prison property
in the several counties of the State. Our acknowledgments
are due to the assessors of each city and town in which county
prisons are located, for the estimates kindly furnished in
response to the request contained in the following circular
and blank;—

Office of the Commissioners of Prison
State House, Boston, June , 1876.1876.

To the Assessors of
Gentlemen:—By legislative Resolve of the last session, “The

Commissioners of Prisons are instructed to report to the next Leg-
islature, a definite plan for dividing the State into prison districts,
with an estimate of the expense of carrying the same into effect;
and also to present an estimate of the value of the various prison
buildings in the several counties,” etc.

It will aid the Commissioners in their preliminary work as
regards the last clause of the Resolve, if you will answer the ques-
tions as proposed in enclosed blank; taking as a basis the last
return made to the tax commissioner’s office of exempted property
in your per Act of 1874, chapter 227. If from any
cause such return is not available, please estimate the property
according to your best judgment, and it will answer our purpose.

Your prompt attention will oblige
H. W. B. WIGHTMAN
Joseph Burnett,

S. W. Bowles,
Commissioners.

Thos. D. Howard, Secretary.

To be returned to the Office of the Prison Commissioners, State House
Boston, Mass.

Addressed to Thomas D. Howard, Secretary

Quantity and valuation of land on which prison
buildings are located in the of ,

Valuation of said buildings,
Valuation of all personal property used in said

prison, and belonging to the county,

Assessors of
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The information thus furnished is presented in Table No. 4
(p. 22). The quantities and valuations are entered as found
in the answers to the circular copied above. The various
pieces of property have not been viewed by the Commission-
ers for the purpose of judging of the correctness of appraisal,
the intention being taken for granted that the information
called for should be obtained through the established aud
appropriate channels.

In one instance, however, the valuation of buildings is
considerably less than their present value, judging from the
original cost and the, expense of building at the time of their
erection. In the column, also, of "personal property used
by the prison and belonging to the county," marked varia-
tions will be observed, and which can only be accounted for
by assuming that the furniture of the residence of the officer
in charge is not always provided by the county.

But in the draft of the bill appended, it will be perceived
that provision is made for the appraisal by commissioners
appointed by the supreme judicial court of any property the
tenure of which should be changed by the operation of the
proposed law.

111. Expense.— l. The property proposed to be taken
possession of by the State (if a district workhouse is estab-
lished at Ipswich), with the valuation of the same, is as fol-
lows

The jail and house of correction at Pittsfield, . .
. $205,260 00

The jail and house of correction at New Bedford, . . 148,723 15
The jail at Taunton, 127 916 00
The house of correction at Ipswich, 74 350 00
The jail and house of correction at Lawrence, , ,

. 327 000 00
The jail and house of correction at Springfield
The jail and house of correction at Northamptc
The jail and house of correction at Cambrido'e
The jail at Lowe
The jail and house of correction at Dedham
The house of
The jail and house of correction at IV
The jail and house of correction at Fitchburg, .

. .
127 700 00

Total amount of raluatk s



Table No. 4. to
to

Valuation of
personal pro

Vali 3f build-
Valuation of lanitity of lan

ngs. i-rl
to

the County.
cn
O)0 00 $7,700 00 $2OO 00 $8,700 00 a

)0 00 196,000 00 3.760 00 205,250 00
Barnstable Jail and House of Correction
Pittsfield Jail and House of Correction,
New Bedford Jail and House of Correction, 125,000 00 7,728 15 148,723 15
Taunton Jail, lacrelo9rc ,666 00 118,460 00 2,900 00 127,916 00 S

260 00 13,598 09 181 26 14,029 35 - 6
JO

Edgartown Jail, 1 acr
Ipswich House of Correction, 7 acre
Salem Jail, 1 acre

2,600 00 68,850 00 3,000 00 74,850 00 S
I AAA AA AAA At. “AA AM cry

tree aa10,000 00 26,000 00 500 00 36,600 00 qq
Newburyport Jail, acre.
Lawrence Jail and .House of Correction,

... 6 acres
1,500 00 18,900 00 1,200 00 21,600 00 CO
0,000 00 300.000 00 7.000 00 327.000 00 £!00 327,000 00 q) acres.

Greenfield Jail and House of Correction, . . 2 acres, .
Springfield Jail and House of Correction, . , 16,884 feet
Northampton Jail and House of Correction, . . acres,

500 00 17,000 00 1,000 00 21,500 00 §
Springfield Jail and House ol Correction, . . 16,884 feet, . 17,000 00 75,000 00 3,000 00 95,000 00 MNorthampton Jail and House of Correction, . . acres, . 3,000 00 42,000 00 3,600 00 48,500 00 &}

Cambridge Jail and House of Correction, . . 60,000 feet, . 48,000 00 276,000 00 26,090 00 349,090 00 CO
Lowell Jail, 6 acres, . . 43,660 00 100,000 00 350 00 143,910 00 MNantucket Jail and House of Correction, . . 60 rods, . . 100 00 500 00 - 600 00 S
Dedham Jail and House of Correction, ... 2 acres, . ' . 6,000 00 176,000 00 3,263 00 183,263 00 S
Plymouth Jail and House of Correction, , . . | acre, . . 1,500 00 29,600 00 600 00 31,600 00 QBoston Jail, 136,650 feet, . 206,000 00 1,000,000 00 6,000 00 1,210,000 00 pj
Boston House of Correction, 800,000 feet, . 48,000 00 144,500 00 14,000 00 206,600 00 H48,000 00 144,500 00 14,000 00 206,600 00 H
Worcester Jail and House of Correction, , . 5 acres,
Fitchburg Jail and House of Correction, . , .40 acres,

71,123 33 241,666 67 6,000 00 817,790 00
111,560 00 8,750 00 127,700 0000

22,299 33 13,086,214 76 |90,907 41 $3,699,421 60 H]
p

Totals,
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The draft of a bill to carry into effect the proposed plan
contains, after providing for the appraisal, the following:
"The buildings and lands taken possession of shall be paid
for by a state tax levied upon the several counties proportion-
ately according to the total valuation of the several counties
and the relative number of the criminal population in the
several counties.” This applies to the purchase of the prop-
erty as it stands at the time of the transfer.

Table No. 5

Average No. of

„ Q
Prisoners for Total Valuation, May, Total ValuationOUNTIES, Five Yrs. end-
ing Sept. 30 1370. Counties. Prison Property

May, Total Valuation of

Barnstable, . . . 4.12 $15,808,042 00 |8,700 00
Berkshire, . . . 84.06 36,233,124 00 205,260 00
Bristol, . . . 195.44 112,132,026 00 276,639 15
Dukes,.... .96 8,379,577 00 14,029 35
Essex, .... 316.42 168,097,643 00 459,450 00
Franklin, . . . 7.39 16,193,624 00 21,'500 00
Hampden, . . . 115.46 70,733,508 00 96,000 00
Hampshire, . . . 81.88 26,425,898 00 48,600 00
Middlesex, , . . 836.79 283,399,941 00 498,000 00
Nantucket, ... .03 2,468,010 00 600 00
Norfolk, .

. . 91.66 92,345,178 00 188,263 00
Plymouth, . . , 22.18 88,707,242 00 31,500 00
Suffolk, . . . 698.86 769,917,464 00 1,416,600 00
Worcester, . . . 206.84 140,018,154 00 445,490 00

2,106.08 $1,769,359,431 00 $3,699,421 50

In table No. 5 appear the elements entering into the com-
putation.

The following table shows in the first column what would
be the amount in each thousand dollars to be paid by each
county, if the tax were assessed by ratio of criminal popula-
tion, for the last five years. The averages for the first four of
these years are drawn from the prison statistics published in
the annual reports of the Board of State Charities; that for
the year closing September 30, is kindly furnished in advance
of publication by the secretary of that board. The average
number of prisoners in the whole State is made the first terra,
and that of each county the second. The next column con-
tains the amount, as above, assessed on each county, if pro-
portioned according to valuation.
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That the two elements included in the computation should
have weight, need scarcely be argued; that of property valu-
ation, of course, but also the extent to which a given county
will make use of the accommodations provided by means of
the taxation. The tables are offered in illustration of the
result which would be obtained if the principles embodied in
the bill are adopted for the purpose of carrying the proposed
plan into effect.

Table No. 6.

OUNTIES

thS

Barnstable, .... $1 96 $8 66 $5 31
Berkshire. 39 91 20 48 30 19
Bristol, 92 80 63 37 78 09
Dukes, 46 1 91 1 18
Essex, 150 24 92 18 121 21
Franklin, 3 51 9 15 6 33
Hampden, 54 82 89 98 47 40
Hampshire, .... 15 14 14 37 14 76
Middlesex, .... 169 44 160 17 159 81
Nantucket, .... 01 1 89 70
Norfolk, ..... 43 52 52 19 47 85
Plymouth, 10 53 21 88 16 21
Suffolk, 329 46 485 14 382 29
Worcester,

.... 98 21 79 13 88 67

Total, $l,OOO 00 $l,OOO 00 $l,OOO 00

It will be seen that, by the operation of the proposed law,
a change of tenure of thirteen of the prisons owned by seven
of the counties would be effected by the adjustment of balances
between the counties in which they are located and the State.

In order to make the statement of expense complete, it is
necessary to present the question whether equity does not
demand that allowance be made to counties whose prisons
will be disused for the confinement of sentenced prisoners.
The prisons which would be included in this category are
Boston Jail, Barnstable Jail and House of Correction, Edgar-
town and Newburyport jails, the jails and houses of correc-
tion at Greenfield, Nantucket, and Plymouth; also Salem
Jail or Ipswich House of Correction as may be decided on;
eight in all.
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In the case of some of these, the decrease of prison popula-
tion in their respective counties is the principal cause of disuse.
This element in the depreciation of value cannot properly be
taken into consideration, nor can the decrease of the use of
jails as a place of detention for trial be taken into the account.
The county provides a place for such detention, the sheriff
being responsible for the safe-keeping of the prisoners.

But the order of state courts, that certain sentences should
be enforced in specified jails or houses of correction having
made it obligatory upon the counties to furnish accommoda-
tions for such prisoners, and for the enforcement of sentences
to labor, should not a consideration be paid to the extent of
the loss resulting from a change in the matter of commitments
consequent upon an alteration of the law ?

An examination of the table classifying the prisoners
remaining September 30, will show that the adoption of the
proposed plan would affect the prisons left in the possession
of the counties to only a slight degree. But whether more or
less, we think the loss shouldbe equitably met by the State, so
far as is practicable.

A mode of adjustment may be suggested by the following
extract from legislation, through which was carried into effect
a transfer of property similar to that now proposed :

[General Statutes, chapter 39.]
Of School Districts,

Sect. 3. A town may at any time abolish the school districts
therein, and shall forthwith take possession of all the school-houses,
land, apparatus and other property owned and used for school pur-
poses which said districts might lawfully sell and convey. The
property so taken shall be appraised under the direction of the
town, and at the next annual meeting thereaftera tax shall be levied
upon the whole town equal to the amount of said appraisal; and
there shall be remitted to the tax-payers of each district the said
appraised value of its property thus taken. Or the difference in the
value of the several districts may be adjusted in any other manner
agreed upon by the parties in interest.

The total valuation of the prisons to be taken possession
of, would be $37,850 less if Salem Jail were placed in the

4
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table as the workhouse of the third district instead of Ipswich
House of Correction. In this case the sum total would be
$2,267,142.15, to which the amounts in each thousand assigned
for payment to the several counties would be applied as above.

2. Additions, Extensions, or New Buildings. —lf Salem
Jail should be taken for a workhouse, large additional room
would be needed to accommodate the prisoners, as shown
in the table of those remaining September 80.

The total number of workhouse prisoners is . . . .155
“ accommodations of Salem Jail is . . . . 65

The excess of prisoners over accommodation 90

It should be said, however, in this connection, that this jail
ought not to be used for prison purposes except by reason of
great necessity. Its strength, indeed, is ample, and escape for
those committed to it is almost impossible. Its outer walls
are over three feet thick, and are, as well as the floors and
partitions, of stone. But it has no cells, and is divided into
rooms, twenty in number, and of various sizes, but each
designed to receive three or more prisoners, a mode of confine-
ment of persons awaiting trial entirely repugnant to the senti-
ment of justice and humanity; it is fruitful of contamination.
A hardened criminal may he the associate of one entirely inno-
cent of crime; adepts may be the teachers of beginners. The
law recognizes the impropriety of such enforced association,
and, taking it for granted that individual accommodations
will be furnished in all modern prisons, provides (General

m 33) that "unless the crowded
f correction requires it, any two

Statutes, chapter 178, secti
state of the jail or house <
prisoners, other than debtors
the same room”; and "min
notorious offenders,” etc.

, shall not be allowed to occupy
si's shall be kept separate from
But with the small number of

rooms in this building, eighteen only for men, it is evident
that the beneficent intention of the law cannot always be car-
ried out. For this reason, there are strong objections to its
inclusion in any new organization of the prisons of the State.

3. Cost per Prisoner of Additional Accommodations. —

From the valuations furnished of the various prison buildings,
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and the appraisal contained in the annual report of the State
Workhouse of the buildings comprised in the group belonging
to that institution, there can be drawn an approximate esti-
mate of the cost for each additional inmate of the houses of
correction and workhouses, respectively.

The value of the thirteen buildings named in the table as
district houses of correction, is, as per table of valuations
(page 21), $2,354,992.15. Their capacity is for 2,662. The
cost for each prisoner is $884.67. These valuations include
in each instance the residence of the keeper or master. Eight
of the buildings, viz., those at Dedham, Lowell, Lawrence,
Taunton, Worcester, Fitchburg, Springfield and Pittsfield,
are, in whole or in part, of stone, while brick is now the
approved material, and would doubtless be used for any
additions or extensions of the buildings in question. These
two considerations may be regarded as an offset to the addi-
tional cost for new work over the value relative to each
inmate of the present buildings. We present it, therefore, as
the estimated expense of providing accommodations for each
prisoner in the class of prisons in which strength is an
especial requisite,—the district houses of correction.

The appraisal of buildings at Bridgewater is (Inspectors’
report, page 12) $120,438. Their capacity is for 600 pris-
oners ; amount invested in accommodations for each pris-
oner, $200.73. This appraisal also includes the residence of
the superintendent. Still, in view of the character of the
various structures, most of them being of wood and liable
to destruction by fire, it would be wise for us to add 50 per-
cent. to the amount, and present $3OO as the estimated cost
per prisoner for workhouse accommodations.

The excess of workhouse prisoners over the accommoda-
tions at Salem, is, as before stated, 90. The expense, if the
extra accommodations were provided at a cost of $3OO per
prisoner, would be $27,000.

Of the prisons named in the table, there follow those hav
ing an excess of prisoners, with the number above accommo
dations, and the estimated cost of providing for same
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LOCATION. Excess. Cost.

1. Workhouse at Dedham, 12 j $3 600
2. W orkhouse at Lowell, 85 25,500
3. Workhouse at Ipswich, 37 11,1004. Workhouse at Taunton, 83 24,900
6. Workhouse at Fitchburg, 83 24,900
6. Workhouse at Northampton, .... 22 6,600

Total, 822 i $96,600

The excess of workhouse prisoners over accommodations
will bo greater by 53 if Salem Jail is used as the workhouse
instead of the Ipswich House of Correction, and the above
total be increased by $15,900.

There is, on the other hand, an excess of accommodations
in the prison at Pittsfield of 44. If this room is utilized by
removal, as it naturally would be under a general system,
the total would be reduced by $13,200.

The State Workhouse at Bridgewater must also be taken
into consideration as a means of relief of the. district work-
houses. It has been to some extent incorporated with the
county prisons by the provisions of the legislation of last
winter, already referred to, for the removal thereto of a cer-
tain class of prisoners. It would, as a matter of course, be
made available for the same purpose to a state s}rstem of
workhouses.

Of the women now sentenced to the State Workhouse, a
part will naturally be sent by the courts to the Reformatory
Prison for Women ; how large a part can only be approxi-
mately stated. There were remaining September 30, 184
female prisoners. Of these, as we are informed at the office
of the Secretary of the Board of State Charities, 15 were
sentenced for the offence of being common drunkards. The
offences for which the rest were sentenced were, with very
few exceptions: (1) those against chastity, morality and
decency; and (2) of being idle and disorderly. Of these
two classes of prisoners, it is estimated that one-third—say
60—of those now sent to Bridgewater would be ordered by
the courts to serve their sentences at the reformatory prison.
The room used by them would be vacated. Allowing for
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space made unavailable in constructing separate apartments
for the two sexes, 50 may be confidently adopted as the
extra accommodations obtained through the above-named
change.

These computations are not applicable to the State Work-
house in its present condition. In the number of inmates
included in last report, arc "Paupers transferred from Tewks-
bury State Almshouse by order of Board of State Charities,
102.” We are informed by Mr. S. C. Wrightington, the
General Agent, that there
than 1,000 in the State Aims!
ing 300 more paupers than tl
from Tewksbury above refen
resorted to on account of the
this being the first time that
(conferred by chapter 45 of t
Mr. Wrightington expressei

are now (December 22) more
house, and that the State is carry-
le average, and that the removal

i to, made in August last, was
■ overcrowding of. the buildings,
the authority for such transfers

Wts of 1872) has been used.
the opinion that the present

condition of things would nc
and employment is more cei

nue after times are better
ure, but that under

ordinary circumstances the
place of commitment of wo
limitation we have suggested
the district workhouses.

Dm vacated by the change of
m prisoners could, with the
'C used for men removed from

We have thus endeavor ite the manner in which the
30, in the county prisonsprisoners remaining Septem

would be distributed under
involved in the plan which is

e operation of the system
posed and recommended.i

For those enumerated
guilty of the more serious

rrst class,—persons foundt

there is abundant room ini

the seven prisons proposed ft
Reasons are elsewhere given t

district houses of correction
meting that the permanent

prison popul lass will be less if the system
of workhouses with runkenness is
adopted. Many, it is thought
while the length of sentence
restraining and wholesome infl

vil id on probation
ve deterrent, and thev

rmatory. These
considerations apply especiall
in the table as held for non-pay
are generally sentenced for tl
our hopes in this regard are w

to the lar rpeanng
tof fines and costs. These

e offence of drunkenness. If
11 founded, a diminution of the
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demand for room in the workhouses will be effected by the
best of causes, namely, the prevention of offences and the
reformation of offenders. We would suggest here a mode of
enlargement of workhouse accommodations approved by the
best authorities on the subj
has, we believe, proved succc

;t, and Avhich, so far as tried,
sful.

As an adjunct to the workh use, may be added the' farm ;

e who have but few motives to
mselves worthy of confidence,
is provided at Lusk for those

and on this may be placed tho;
escape, or who have shown th

The method in wine
in the last stage of ir

ter

it under the Irish or Croftonimpnsonm

int. It should be premisedsystem, is suggestm
that the prisoners he;

this pi
those committed to our statewer tnet

received at the Luskprison, and th

prison they ha'
musty tv

periods of confinement,throu twe

other in that at Spike
nediate change between

—one in Mo risen and tilt
Island ; and that thi ter1

s designed as a prepara-
aowiiig the character of
light degree of physical

close imprisonment a
lion for returning to

lischa
is

this fin lii

kind of buildings which
;ite from descriptions by
rce, Esq., after visits to

restraint m (heespecially
rements.would answer its req

Rev. Joshua Coit and
v

Edward Pi
the prison

sary number of goodWhen a pi

mediate prison at Lusk. And
i. The convict is in a condi-this is reall

and freedom. He is nottion inter n

tows during the day-locked up, nigh w

iose : but if hetime i

retaken, and he goesruns aw
ments at Lusk. Misbe-
gulate bis conduct, result

back to Mountjoy. There an
havior, a violation of the few i

tor a con-in his going back to M vP

aim for wages, which heinvict, ver

may spend
ask a school; and for rcligBes

arish church of the village,
from six months to a year

ions service the conv
From Lusk, the convi
and four months, is di

ic

, being until the expirationin licenan

of his whole sentence under special police supervision.
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The character of the buildings are specifically described in
the extract which follows, taken from the sketches in the
Tenth Annual Report of the Secretary of the Board of State
Charities, being the result of visits to foreign charitable and
penal institutions:—

“ Lusk was visited on October 28. It is an hour’s railway ride
from Dublin, and is iu a very sparsely settled district. There is a
small village in the immediate neighborhood. The estate contains
170 acres, and is low and marshy. Its drainage has furnished labor

for the convicts. The convicts occupy two one-story buildings, of
primitive construction, reminding one of the barracks used by sol-
diers at Readville during our civil war. Most of them sleep in one
of them, in beds ranged in rows, with two officers occupying a room
divided off by a partition. The3r take their meals and attend school
in the other. These buildings {huts as they are called) are locked
at night.”

The possibility is here illustrated ot holding prisoners at
much less than the traditional cost, and by means of walls of
much less thickness than has heretofore been deemed neces-
sary. Those of the jail at Newburyport, built in 1825, are
three feet thick and of stone. For there has always been
recognized a class of prisoners for the detention of whom
close confinement is not necessary. " The commissioners or
directors may, with the assent or keeper of any house of
correction, employ any of the prisoners to labor upon the
public lands and buildings belonging to the county.” (Sec-
tion 15 of chapter 178, General Statutes.)

This and the similar permission to let out prisoners to hire
(section 14), has been beneficially and safely used. Those
thus employed are usually men whose homes arc in theneighborhood, and whose recapture and punishment would be
almost certain. Hence they prefer to serve out their sentence
and be free, rather than attempt to escape.

In the autumn of 1875, five men under sentence in the
house of correction at Northampton, were let out to work onthe river embankment, constructed at the joint expense of
the county and the towns immediately benefited, at $1.50
per day. They earned for the county, beside the portion oftheir wages made over to their families, $3OO. In our report
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for the present year, there will be presented the details of the
employment at Worcester, of 16 prisoners, mechanics and
others, doing most of the work of erecting a barn (of brick)
for the county; also of 45 men assisting at Fitchburg in
the work of rebuilding the main prison, destroyed by fire last
July, and earning for the county over $3,500. We cite
these instances as the basis of a suggestion that, with a proper
organization of the labor available for out-of-door purposes,
it may reasonably be expected that less money per prisoner
will be necessary for furnishing suitable and comfortable
shelter for workhouse prisone
deemed necessary.

than has heretofore been

Resolve, we are called on to
•ns as may seem suitable to

IV. In the last clause of the
make such other recommendati
the subject of this Report.

The plan unfolded above, involving the direct possession,
management and control by the State of all the prisons

entenced by the courts, within
;ement of such prisons with the

designed to receive persons £

its boundaries, and the arram
purpose of meeting the want;
of the different classes of pri
embraces all the suggestions
naturally expected, however,
for the adoption of a system

and promoting the reformation
ioners in the proposed districts,
we have to offer. It may be
that reasons will be presented
which involves so important a

change in prison administration.
We submit, therefore: 1. That it will promote reforma-

tion through the instrumentality of classification. 2. That it
will save expense by the consolidation of prisons; and 3.
That it will effect the equal and uniform enforcement of sen-
tences.

1. The necessity of classification in order that the oppor-
tunity for reclamation afforded by the committal of prisoners
may be improved by the State, is universally recognized by
the best authorities on the subject of prison discipline and
administration. The superiority of graded schools over the
old-fashioned district school,—in which were received those
of all ages and attainments, and in which all branches were
taught,—is scarcely more marked than is that of the prison
designed and fitted for those convicted of a certain grade of
offences over a general receptacle tor all sentenced persons.
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The one has a sot purpose based on the hope of the moral
amelioration of its inmates; its discipline and administration
are arranged in reference to this end; the good influence of
systematized labor can be exercised ; schools are possible;
public worship with religious instruction can be more effect-
ively sustained. The other may safely and securely detain
and comfortably clothe and feed those within its walls, but
can scarcely apply to so heterogeneous a household well
directed efforts for the reformation of its individual members.

That there are two grades or classes of prisoners in the
county prisons of Massachusetts, so distinct in their respect-
ive degrees of criminality as to require essentially different
modes of treatment in order to guide them toward a better
mode of life, can be easily shown.

In the classification of commitments contained in the Tenth
Annual Keport of the Board of State Charities, for the year
ending September 30, 1873 (the last year for which such
classification has been published), the following statistics of
the houses of correction of the State are drawn:

Total number of commitments. 7,170

Crimes against the Person:
For manslaughter, o

rape, 2
assault, ..... 817
miscellaneous crimes,

....... go

Total 872

Crimes against Property:
For arson, . 8

8burglary
robbery,
larceny,
forgery,

21
864

11
breaking and entering, 102
embezzlement, 10
fraud,

07
concealing stolen goods, 17
malicious mischief, 71

9 amiscellaneous criir

Total, 1,187
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c

Passing from the crimes against the person and those
against property, we come to offences so distinct in their
character that they should be placed in quite another category.
Among "crimes against public order and decency,” there
stand: drunkenness, 3,649; common drunkards, 297, about
four-fifths of the whole number reckoned under this head,*
and, as will be perceived, more than half of the whole number
of commitments.

It is unnecessary to advance arguments to show that this
class of offenders, whose crime consists chiefly in culpable
loss of self-control, should be subjected to penalties unlike
what are imposed on those found guilty of the offences
included in the first two classes; and that places of confine-
ment separate from those in which burglars and thieves are
imprisoned should be provided for drunkards.

To subject these to the same kind and degree of discipline
and punishment which is borne by those found guilty of
serious offences is manifestly unjust; and the only mode now
available to the courts of regulating this manifest inequality,
is to make the terms of imprisonment short; while such brief
interruptions of habits of intoxication are, as we shall subse-
quently show, inefficacious to effect reformation. To compel
them, moreover, to associate with depraved and hardened
criminals, who form so considerable a part of the inmates of
each house of correction, is hurtful. The demoralization
which may be anticipated as the result of such commingling
will be an injury, not to themselves alone, but to the State as
well.

The requirement is manifest of prisons in the various sec-
tions of the Commonwealth suited to the needs of these cases
which are seen to exist in snch large numbers ; and the work-
house, with its lessened restraint and with varied employ-
ment, suited to invigorate and uplift the moral tone ot its
inmates, seems to us best fitted to meet the exigency. And
a prison system which will provide such a workhouse, to
which can bo committed those whom the safety and good
order of the community require to have incarcerated, is called
for by justice as well as by humanity and good policy.

• This is 5,110, which, with the two previous classes, and one enumerated under
the head of “ Miscellaneous,” make the sum total.
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Probably every magistrate who has frequently imposed the
fine involving thirty days’ imprisonment in case of non-pay-
ment, or passed direct sentence for the same term, has felt
the inutility of the punishment as a means of reclamation.
The same person is arraigned repeatedly, and the same sen-
tence passed with the certainty that it will have to be repeated
again and again.

On application to Hon. Gideon Wells, justice of the police
court having jurisdiction in the city of Springfield and in
certain adjoining towns, the record of a single person is fur-
nished. It is here presented entire, except the name of the
person. Thirty days, it should be premised, is the term of
service in lieu of payment of fine and costs not exceeding ten
dollars, and forty when over ten and not exceeding twenty
dollars. It is three months for any amount over twenty dol-
lars. It will be seen that the offender was, under six of the
sentences, committed for non-payment, and that in one
instance he paid the fine imposed, with costs. There were
also three imprisonments on direct sentence, making nine in
all, previous to the one year for which he was sent to the
State Workhouse.

Record of Offences and Sentences.
1871.—June 26. Drunk; fine and costs, . . |7 36. Committed.

July 4. “ “ “ . 11 95.
1873.—Jan. 13. “ “ “ 7 85. Paid.

March 2. “ “ “ Thirty days.
June 11. “ “ “ $7 70. Committed.
July 23. “ “ “ Three months.
June 15.* “ “ “ Thirty days.

1874. —Nov. 25. “ “ “ . . $7 60. Committed.
1875. —March 24. “ “ “ . . 7 60. “

Aug. 12. “ “ “ 7 85.
Oct. 12. Common drunkard, , One year at Bridgewater.

It would seem from the above that the court faithfully used,
perhaps exhausted, the means which the county affords, and
that a long sentence at a workhouse was the only hopeful
remaining expedient. We do not attempt to follow the his-
tory, nor do we dare to claim that the enforcement of the
last sentence proved efficacious. But it is very evident that

Second offence,
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the large expense previously borne by the county, relieved
only by the small amount of the fine included in the $7.85
paid, was without avail.

The following is furnished in response to our request for
the record of a court on the subject in question :

The Municipal Coukt of the City of Boston, )

Boston, Nov. 6, 1876. )

Thomas D. Howard, Secretary
, etc.:

Dear Sir :—Your communication relating to certain statistics of
the court has been placed in my hands, and I respectfully submit
to you the following return, the same being a portion of the return
made by me to the secretary of the Commonwealth, relative to the
criminal business of the court from October 1, 1875, to October 1,
1876:

Whole number complained of for drunkenness, .... 5,830
Whole number complained of as common drunkards, 304
Whole number of complaints. 12,956
Whole number sentenced, 10,204

A few of those complained of for drunkenness and as common
drunkards, have appealed from the judgments of this court. The
number of appeals, however, in these cases, would be exceedingly
small, and could not be furnished without considerable labor, but
will be cheerfully given if desired.

Very respectfully, yours,
John C. Leighton,

Clerk of said Court.

It is evident that the good influences which are relied on
in order that the bad habits of the offender may be overcome,
his better nature assert itself, and good resolutions be formed
and strengthened, must be exerted for a longer period. As
has been well said in the discussion of the subject, "The
short sentence has no other effect than to keep the man from
liquor during its continuance. There is not time for his will
and determination to grow strong against liquor. There is
not time for any effect to be wrought upon his constitution.
His appetite is not subdued. His longing is rather intensified
by the brief abstinence; and his steps will most probably be
from the prison to the dram-shop.” *

* Rev. J. Coit, in Third Annual Report, Commissioners of Prisons.
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The inefficacy of short sentences is set forth in the last
report of the superintendent of the Deer Island institutions,
Capt. John C. Whitou, as follows. The experience of Capt.
VYhiton in the administration of the House of Industry, the
largest receptacle in the State of the class of prisoners we
are considering, gives his opinion special weight. That
which he realizes as the desideratum for the prisoners under
his care, is the same which we recommend for the various
sections of the State :

“ I would call your attention to the fact that numbers of our
house of industry inmates are regular ‘ rounders ’; that they are
discharged and in a few days returned for non-payment of the
usual fine and for a simple drunk; they are held for ‘ thirty days ’

and again discharged, to be again arrested and sentenced. How to
regulate and meet such cases is a serious question; they not only
take the time of the courts and officers, and otherwise cause ex-
penses, but they frequently return quite destitute of clothing, and
upon their discharge must be furnished with enough to make them
presentable.

“We have one case, who, durii
courts eleven times, and remain
several cases have passed throuj
It is my opinion some easy way
record of such should be sufflch
them for longer terms.”

q the year, has passed through the
ng with us thirty days each time;

;h the courts eight and nine times,
should be provided, whereby the
nt to enable some power to hold

The statement we have italicized serves more fully to
answer an objection which we previously touched upon, viz.,
that, with long sentences for drunkenness, the workhouses
would be filled far beyond their proper capacity.

The three hundred and thirty days’ imprisonment during
a single year would not surpass in length the time of serving
a sentence which might prove reformatory, so that the
individual would put the State to no further trouble and
expense. Besides, it has been found, so far as the experi-
ment has been tried, that long sentences act as a check and
restraint on those who are on the way to becoming habitual
offenders. A sentence to thirty days’ imprisonment in a
house of correction is received with equanimity, while a loud
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outcry is raised against six months in the State Workhouse.
The longer sentence even to a mild form of punishment,
proves deterrent. It is probable, too, that in many cases
the court would place the person arraigned on probation, with
the assurance of sentence being passed if the offence should be
repeated. And the certainty that a long term would be the
sure result of habitual drunkenness, would restrain many to
whom a brief imprisonment is not especially repugnant.

To professional tramps, who dread steady work above all
things else, the workhouse would stand as a wholesome

O 7

terror.
Indeed, it seems to us evident, that, to serve the triple

purpose for which prisons are designed, viz., the protection
of the community, punishment of crime and the reformation
of the criminal, the system we recommend of district work-
houses as complementary to the district houses of correction,
presents the most simple, economical and effectual instrumen-
tality.

2. That the system, if established, would prove a saving of
money, we think can be shown from the comparison of the
net cost of supporting a prisoner in the larger with the same
in the smaller prisons.

In order to ascertain, for purposes of comparison, the cost
in each of these two classes of prisons, two elements must be
taken into consideration: first, the outlay for care and keep-
ing; and second, the income from labor.

For three years ending with the 30th of last September,
no prison in the State has been self-supporting, it having
been found impossible to obtain constant and remunerative
employment for the prisoners. For the year 1873, the follow-
ing statistics are drawn from the report of the Board of State
Charities for that year. We include the State Prison for the

purpose of comparison.
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Taunton Jail is not entered in the above table, having been,
on account of rebuilding, in use only two and one-half
mouths in the year ; nor Nantucket Jail and House of Correc-
tion, there having been no prisoner during the year. The
expense without a prisoner was $131.31.

In comparing the items in the columns of cost, there are
some differences that can only be accounted for by peculiar
circumstances attending individual prisons, and the variety of
systems of management. But a comparison of the figures
in the spaces occupying the first three prisons with those
against the last six, will illustrate the fact which no argument
is needed to prove, viz., that a prisoner can be maintained
at less expense in a large prison than in a small one. The
cost of support of a prisoner for the year 1873, was—

In the State Prison, $195 85
In the Suffolk County House of Correction, . . . 199 49
In the Franklin County Jail and House of Correction, . 459 07

The reason is not far to find. Provisions can be obtained
more cheaply for one of four hundred prisoners than for one
of four ; and the cost per prisoner for officers and the expense
of general administration is less to each inmate in proportion
to the whole number.*

But there is another and a very important consideration.
The advantage of a large prison in the matter of earnings is
made evident by the statistics above presented of the State
Prison. It may here be added, that the entire balance against
this prison for a period of 59 years, from the commencement
of 1815 to the close of 1873, was $90,171.47 (this amount
was the cost of sustaining the prison over and above the pro-
ceeds of labor) ; and that for three years,—lB7o-73,—the
balance in favor of the prison was $83,593.09.f That the
same fact is not more clearly shown in the column of "Earnings
of a prisoner for the year ” (though the range is from $179.31
in the largest to nothing in the smallest), is owing to at least
two causes.

*We speak here only of advantages relating to cost. There are disadvantages

attending the large aggregation of prisoners; and the limit setby the best authorities
on this subject as the number that can be properly cared for by a single administra-
tion under one head, is five hundred.

f Tenth Annual Report Board of State Charities. Appendix, page 96.
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The first is the divided responsibility of the management
of the labor of the county prisons, it being left in all the
counties except Suffolk between the county commissioners,
who may directly employ the prisoners sentenced to labor,
and the overseers, who are empowered to make contracts for
the work of the prison. To illustrate the bad possibilities
of this system, we would call attention to the terms of the
contract for the labor of the Hampden Jail and House of Cor-
rection, mentioned in our annual report of the condition of
the county prisons, soon to be presented to the Legislature.
Not only is the labor of the prison furnished at three cents a
day for each prisoner sent to the shop for the year current
from the first of last May, but the future is so far forestalled
that the privilege is granted to the contracting parties of
employing the prisoners for a second or a third year at five
cents each per day. We venture to affirm that no central
board of management would have approved such articles of
agreement.

O

The other cause is the commingling in the institution of
workmen of entirely different grades as regards skill and
effectiveness. There are, on the one hand, those sentenced to
long terms of imprisonment. These are generally smart. But
their especial value to the employer consists in their con-
stantly increasing aptitude for the work in which they are
employed. Such men become skilled workmen.

On the other hand, there are the short-sentenced prisoners.
These are more often than otherwise inefficientpersons ; many
of them have never earned their own living. And, what is
more to the purpose, their time in prison is so brief that
whatever their capacity they cannot well learn any branch of
the industry carried on in the prison. The contractor is
subject to loss from the work which they spoil. The existence
of these two classes is recognized in the proposals made in
answer to the published offer of prison labor.

At Pittsfield, according to the terms of the contract which
closed on the first of May, 1874, forty-one cents a day was
paid for the labor of prisoners having a sentence of six months
and over, and twelve and one-half for that of those serving
a sentence of less than six months. The small pay allowed
when the prisoners are taken promiscuously, illustrates,

6
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from the other direction, the same point. On the contract
allowing the manufacture of boots, shoes and slippers, which
went into operation at Pittsfield, May 1, 1875, there is allowed
the county twelve dollars a quarter for all the prisoners (esti-
mated by general average from the middle of each mouth),
and the labor of three men and three women for ordinary
prison work.

With the classification that could be effected through the
workhouses correlative to houses of correction, the last-
named class of prisoners would, under discipline adapted to
their condition, be employed in work suited to their capacity,
and become in part (they would never anywhere, under any
circumstances, be wholly) self-supporting. The houses of
correction—filled with able-bodied men of at least the aver-
age intelligence and natural aptness—would in ordinary times
give evidence of mismanagement, if they did not pay their
own expenses. They ought to be, and, conducted on good
business principles, would be, a source of income to the State.

3. Equalization of Burdens.—Under the system now pro-
posed, the expense of supporting prisoners can be more equally
apportioned, would be more equitably shared, than by the
present method. Especially would this be the case as regards
that verjr large element of the prison population, those sen-
tenced for offences detailed in section 28 of chapter 165 of
the General Statutes. This section includes in its compre-
hensive list, common drunkards, who may be committed to
serve sentences in houses of correction, or (Acts of the year
1869, chapter 258) the State Workhouse.

Chapter 96 of the Acts of the last Legislature provides for
the removal, through the order of the Commissioners of
Prisons, of persons sentenced to houses of correction for the
offences referred to above. In September last, the jail and
house of correction at Plymouth being greatly crowded, seven
prisoners were in the manner prescribed removed to Bridge-
water. The place of abode of six of them was Brockton; of
one, East Bridgewater; and of one, West Bridgewater. Had
the men been originally sentenced to the State Workhouse,
the State would have borne the expense of their support,
unless, by reason of legal residence which some of them had
sained, the amount could be recovered from their towns.
C '
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Removed, the county is required to pay for their support,
without the resource just named. Thus the same class of

offenders (all but one were under sentence tor the offence of
common drunkards), committed from the same vicinity,

is maintained by the State at large or by the county. This is

an unequal distribution of what should be a common burden.
The same may be said of the onus thrown upon a county

by the chance of a crime being committed within its limits.
As has been well said. "Criminals do not respect county lines.”

In the case of more serious or flagrant crimes, the sentences
for which are served in the State Prison, the state treasury
furnishes the means of maintenance, but the commitments to
houses of correction and the expense thrown thereby upon the
various counties are determined by the help of the locality in
any given instance of crime.

Under the county system, these uneven discriminations
are unavoidable. A fair and equal apportionment would be
most nearly secured by a system under which there should be
drawn from the State at large (except in the relatively few
cases in which the cities and towns as places of residence are
properly responsible) the means necessary to support all its
sentenced prisoners.

4. The Uniform Enforcement of Sentences . —It has been
stated above that, in some of the houses of correction, there
is no organized labor, no efficient means of employing those
sentenced to labor; and that in others it is practicable to

keep at work only part of such prisoners. It is needless to
sav that under these circumstances, the sentences of the
courts cannot be impartially enforced. They are at once just
to the community, being designed to relieve it from support-
ing in idleness those who have been found guilty of crime,
and beneficent to the individual prisoner, since labor is both
a relief from the tediousuess of imprisonment and an effi-
cient means of moral discipline. The State through, some of
the prisoners are employed and some kept in idleness. It is
a sorry sight to see, as we sometimes do, in our visits to the
prisons, twenty, thirty and forty unemployed, listless men.
If it can be done, a method should be devised to make such
a thing impossible. The best thought of strong minds would
be well engaged in devising means to furnish wholesome and
steady, useful and profitable employment to prisoners.
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At present there are different degrees of painstaking in
this department of prison administration. There are boards
of county officers who do not rest until arrangements are
made for setting to work those sentenced to labor. There is
one that would employ such prisoners even though the county
should receive nothing in return, because they consider the
order of the court imperative and binding upon them. In
some the sentences are but indifferently enforced. In one
prison, which had at the time an average of 79 inmates, many
of them serving long sentences, the ample workshop was
unused from April 1, 1874, to May 1, 1875. There are, it
is true, great difficulties in the way, but only impos-
sibilities should be allowed to consign to enforced idleness
the inmates of our prisons.

Under a single and uniform method of management,
inspired by good business sagacity and energy, employment
would be furnished if it could be obtained, as in ordinary
times it can, to all the prisoners; if an insufficient amount
only could bo secured, that partial supply would be equally
divided among all the prisons. This seems to us by no
means the least recommendation of the district system man-
aged by a board which could overlook the whole ground, and
which would naturally exercise the combined ingenuity of its
members to devise means by which the hands of the prisoners
could be profitably employed.

We submit, then, that by the adoption of the plan pro-
posed, and through the classification thus made possible,
there could be established, without the erection of new build-
ings and with only moderate outlay on those now in use, a
system of prisons the labor of which would be employed or
disposed of on business principles. By the withdrawal of
the less efficient men into workhouses, which would be in
considerable part self-supporting, the houses of correction
could be made not only to answer their legitimate purpose
better than now, but also to become positive sources of
income to the State.

We arc aware that, in proposing a change in any one of
the functions of the county, we disturb associations which
are deeply rooted in the thought and feeling of many genera-
tions. As a division for military, administrative and judicial
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purposes, it has existed from a period beyond the range of
definite history. The division of England into shires or
counties, though popularly attributed to Alfred, is probably
of earlier date, as Kent, Sussex and Essex are nearly identi-
cal with ancient Saxon kingdoms” (New American Cyclo-
pedia).

Alterations of institutions so venerable should not be made
without a positive good could thereby be gained. But the
wisdom of those who have gone before us, is shown in the
modifications which have successively been made to meet the
requirements of public convenience and well-being.

The county is not a military division in Massachusetts, nor
the limit of jurisdiction of a local criminal court, while its
boundaries as a district for penal purposes have been passed
over, as we have shown, when better provision could thus be
made for the accommodation, well-being and proper employ-
ment of prisoners. The need of modification of our prison
system has been practically acknowledged and in part entered
upon. The further change proposed, is designed to system-
atize needed alterations, and to provide places of detention
the use of which shall best serve the interests at once of the
State and the prisoner.

It has been found expedient in this Commonwealth, with
the increase of population and altered circumstances and
relations, to merge into districts, for certain purposes, time-
honored local divisions ; as of towns, in order that the repre-
sentation of the people might be more equal without enlarg-
ing the representative body; and of the school districts, that
public education might be more efficiently administered
through town and municipal boards of management.

W ith wise forethought projected, the modifications thus
introduced have proved beneficial, affording encouragement
that a careful on-looking into
the future will be rewarded b 1
of those who enjoy the results

the needs and requirements of
r the grateful acknowledgment
of prudent legislation.

We desire to call attention t
posed is in the line of progres
the State in years past.

the fact that the change pro-
which has been followed by

The last important reorganization of the county prisons
was inaugurated by an Act which became a law on the 29th of
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March, 1834, chapter 151. The report of the commissioners,
Rev. Dr. Tuckerman, Sheriff John W. Lincoln of Worces-
ter, and Prof. Louis Dwight, appointed by an order of the
Legislature of 1833, is a detailed statement (House —Legis-
lative Documents, 1834, No. 36), was prepared after personal
examination of every apartment of each county prison in the
Commonwealth, also of the calendar for three successive
years of the several prisons, and of the condition of each
prison ; after scrutiny, also, into the administration of the
various prisons, having special reference to the employment
or non-employment of their inmates

The recommendations offered were embodied in a bill.
This " Act for the regulation of Gaols and Houses of Correc-
tion ” (which was so exhaustive of the subject that chapter
178 of the General Statutes is mainly 'an epitome of this
legislation) became a law as above stated. It established the
houses of correction distinct from jails as they now exist
And we call attention to the fact, that the reconstruction

effected was in the direction of a more perfect classification.
The advance thus made in the prison system of the State

was a most important one. It met to a fair degree the needs
of the community at the time. It will be perceived, how-
ever, on examination of the law then enacted, that those con-
victed of minor offences only were to be committed to county
prisons. The houses of correction were (section 1) "to be
employed for the keeping, correcting and setting to work of
rogues, vagabonds,” etc., those now included in section 28 of
kapter 165, General Laws. The term on a single sentence

was limited (section 14) to a term not exceeding three years
The State Prison was at that time ample for those found guilty
of grave offences. The number remaining in the State Prison
September 30, 1834, wa

Forty-three years have wrought a great change. The num
, September 30, was 744, and
Meanwhile, in the year 1870,
in, the limit of the term of
es of correction was extended

ber remaining in the State Prisoi
the average for the year, 728|.
for the relief of the State Pris
sentence to imprisonment in hou

i

s not less than 246, nor more than 281.’
4.) The average was probably not far

T y

(Report fc
from 263. William Peirce, Clerk.”
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to five years, so that there are found in the county prisons,
as has been previously stated, persons found guilty of bur-
glary and other crimes formerly punishable only in the State
Prison. And these criminals are made the companions of,
and share a common discipline with, those found guilty of
comparatively venial offences. This evil was in part antici-
pated, and an attempt was made to guard against it in the
Act of 1834. Section 19 provides that "prisoners convicted
of an offence not infamous shall not be confined with those
charged with or convicted of an infamous crime,” etc.

The importance of isolating from depraved associates, and
of placing under elevating influences the younger and less
vicious prisoners, was evidently realized, but the requirement

atiou is almost a nullity while
des are confined in a single

intended to effect such sepa
prisoners of the various gr
prison. With the workhous
to the house of correction,
above-cited legislation can be

3, however, as the complement
the beneficent purpose of the
fully carried out.

There has been no change ii
since that effected in the year
modifications has been increas:

the prison system of the State
834. The need of important

;ly felt. The interest felt in
the subject is attested by the earnest attention given by
thoughtful minds to the fac nd suggestions published rela-
tive to prison administration and discipline. It is realized
more and more, as h n well and strongly stated, that
" the,State has a great opportunity when prisoners are com-
mitted to its care, and is derelict of its duty if it fails to
improve it.” The cordial supj >rt by petitions from all parts
of the State which sustained tl call for a separate reforma-
tory prison for women, until final establishment, indicates
at once the strong desire th the best means shall be
employed to restore to virtue tl ie who have been convicted
of crime, and confidence in ificatiou as an etfective
instrumentality to that end. And the opening of this prison
will be an important step toward the furnishing of places of
confinement adapted to the variou of prisoners, and
will, in modes previously pointed out, make practicable th
further advance proposed.

It may be added that a change such as we now recommend
of the prison system of the Commonwealth, has been regarded
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as a necessity by those who in behalf of the state government
have given special attention to the subject.

His Excellency Governor Washburn, in his address of the
year 1873, called the attention of the Legislature to the sub-
ject, as follows ;
“ County Jails.—The Prison Commission will bring to your

notice a comprehensive plan for the improvement and classification
of the county jails and workhouses, with some suggestions as to a
change in our laws and customs respecting the treatment of vagrants
and drunkards. Our present method of fine and costs in dealing
with drunkards, not only generally fails of beneficial results to
them, but in the case of married men frequently subjects their unof-
fending families to privations of a serious character. Should
you be able to devise a scheme calculated to reform those given
to intemperance, with the minimum of hardship to their depend-
ents, you may anticipate executive approval therefor. Having
already sufficiently indicated my views in favor of classification, I
have only to add that while some of our jails are well adapted for
their purposes, others are little less than a disgrace to the Common-
wealth. For the suggestions of the Commission I bespeak your
candid attention.”

The committee on prisons, to whom the executive recom-
mendation was referred, submitted a report which, after
acknowledging the great advance made in the State in regard
to prison structures and in the personal care of prisoners, adds :

"Admitting this, we cannot refrain from expressing the decided
opinion that our prison system and our methods of dealing
with criminals are not what they may or should be.” And in
naming the defects of the existing system :

" A third defect
is a want of opportunity for a thorough classification of
prisoners. Under present conditions, all grades of criminals
must necessarily be associated together, to a greater or less
degree.’ 1

In advocating a remodelling of the prison system, the
anticipated reduction in the cost of supporting each prisoner
is dwelt on, as follows :

“As the ease now stands, the cost of supporting each prisoner
varies greatly in the different institutions. In the smaller prisons,
the cost for each person confined is between three and four hundred
dollars a year; in the larger, it is reduced to a little over sixty-six
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dollars, while in the State Prison, where labor is better organized on
account of larger numbers and the length of sentence, the cost is
nothing.”

In the conclusion of their report, the committee say

“ It is our belief that the State, for her own protection, and in
behalf of the reputation she always strives to maintain,—of being
foremost in all matters of progress,—will be finally driven to a

thorough and radical reorganization and classification of her county
penal institutions. While believing this, yet from the fact that no
matured plan of operations which we consider to be at present
feasible has been presented to us, and also for the reason that
measures are being taken for the building of the new state prison
and the prison for women, from which are to be expected a consid-
erable advance in the right direction, we have deemed it advisable
not to ask for legislative action upon the subject the present year ;

but we would respectfully refer it to the consideration of the next
Legislature.”

In the session next following the date of the report above
cited (April 1, 1873), the bill to establish the reformatory
prison for women passed slowly and with difficulty through
its several stages, the Act being approved June 30, 1874.
Since that time the subject has not been directly presented
for the consideration of the Legislature.

We submit that the time has come when the prisons should
rank with the reformatory institutions of the Commonwealth,
and that the State should enter upon the work of establishing
a system which shall contain within itself the best possiblities,;
and, whatever modifications or changes may be found neces-
sary, we have become, while investigating the subject, more
and more convinced of the soundness and feasibility, as a
whole, of the plan suggested by the Resolve, of dividing the
State into prison districts, and of placing all the prisons under
the direct control and management of the State.

It seems to us that there is included in this system the pos-
sibility of treating prisoners according to their individual
needs; that by its inauguration a wise economy would be
promoted; that reformation, being part of its aim and pur-
pose, would in many cases be attained; and that it has recep-
tivity for such further development and advancement as the
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constantly increasing light on the subject of prison discipline
and administration may make possible.

The change proposed is a radical one, when viewed in the
light of the traditions of the past; but it is in harmony with
the best thought of the present day, and in keeping with the
method in successful operation in the charitable and reforma-
tory institutions of the State.

We append to this Report the draft of a bill which embodies
the recommendations above presented, and is designed to
suggest a form of law by which the plan for dividing the
State into prison districts may be carried into effect.

By its provisions, it will be perceived,—
1. That the State assumes direct charge of all prisoners

under sentence of its courts, instead of part of them, as at
the present time.

2. That there being provided places of confinement the
discipline and influences of which are reformatory in their pur-
pose and character, the jails are no longer to be used for
punishment, but only for that which is deemed by the best
authorities their appropriate province ; namely, detention.

3. That the officer to whom is intrusted the care of the
prisoners of each district, with the attendant grave respon-
sibility, is to be appointed (as are the judges who pass the
sentences to imprisonment) by the chief magistrate of the
Commonwealth; a mode of appointment by which the most
careful scrutiny into fitness and qualifications can be hoped for
and under which there may be secured masters from whose
devotion to their most important work beneficial results to
those who come under their care, and so to the State, may be
anticipated.

All which is respectfully submitted
JOSEPH BURNETT,
S. W. BOWLES,
H. W. B. WIGHTMAN,
THOS. D. HOWARD, Sec’y,

Commissioners of Prisons.
PAULINE A. DURANT,
MARY G. WARE,
ABBY R. LORING.

Advisory Board.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows ;—

Section 1. The Commonwealth is hereby divided into seven
prison districts, in each of which shall he kept and maintained by
the Commonwealth a house of correction and a workhouse. All
persons sentenced in any prison district to confinement in the house
of correction or workhouse, shall serve out the sentence in the house
of correction or workhouse in that district.

Sect. 2. Said prison districts shall be numbered, and shall be
constituted as follows:

The first prison district shall include the counties of Suffolk and
Norfolk.

The second prison district shall include the county of Middlesex.
The third prison district shall include the county of Essex.
The fourth prison district shall include the counties of Bristol,

Plymouth, Barnstable, Nantucket and Dukes.
The fifth prison district shall include the county of Worcester.
The sixth prison district shall include the counties of Hampden,

Hampshire and Franklin.
The seventh prison district shall include the county of Berkshire.
Sect. 3. The houses of correction for the several prison districts

shall be established and maintained as follows:
For the first prison district, at Boston.
For the second prison district, at Cambridge.
For the third prison district, at Lawrence.
For the fourth prison district, at New Bedford
For the fifth prison district, at Worcester.
For the sixth prison district, at Northampton.
For the seventh prison district, at Pittsfield.
Sect. 4. The workhouses for the several prison districts shall be

established and maintained as follows :
For the first prison district, at Dedham.
For the second prison district, at Lowell.

AN ACT

TO ESTABLISH PRISON DISTRICTS.
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For the third prison district, at Ipswich.
For the fourth prison district, at Taunton.
For the fifth prison district, at Fitchburg.
For the sixth prison district, at Springfield.
For the seventh prison district, at Pittsfield.
Sect. 5. All persons convicted as common drunkards, or as

vagrants, shall be punished by imprisonment in the workhouse of
the prison district in which they are convicted for not less than six
months nor more than two years.

Sect. 6. There shall be maintained in each county in the Com-
monwealth, a jail, to be used for
several houses of correction and
jails of the counties in which they
use shall be paid by such counties

a place of detention only. The
workhouses may be used as the
are situated, and the cost of such

Sect. 7. The Commonwealth shall own, maintain, and control
all the houses of correction and workhouses herein before estab-
lished, and may forthwith take possession of any buildings and
lands heretofore used for prison purposes and situated in either of
the towns or cities in which a house of correction or a workhouse
is established by this act. And all property so taken shall be
appraised by commissioners appointed by the supreme
judicial court, and shall be paid for by a state tax levied upon the
several counties proportionately according to the total valuation of
the several counties and the relative number of the criminal popula-
tion in the several counties. And to an} r county on which is levied
a less tax than the appraised value of its property so taken, such
tax shall be remitted, and the difference between the amount of said
tax and the appraised value of said property shall be paid. And
every county on which is assessed a tax larger than the appraised
value of its property so taken, shall pay to the Commonwealth the
difference' onty between said tax and said appraised value.

Sect. 8. One prison master for each district shall be appointed
by the governor, with the approval of the council, to hold office
during good behavior, and subject to removal by the governor for
cause. The prison master shall in person keep the house of correc-
tion in his prison district, and shall keep the workhouse by a deputy
to be appointed by him, and for whose acts he shall be responsible.
The prison master shall, during the term of his office, have no other
pursuit or occupation ; he shall be held responsible for the safe cus-
tody ofall prisoners committed to either prison of his district; and
shall, before performing any official act in person or by deputy, give
to the treasurer of the Commonwealth such bond with sureties as
the superior court shall direct and approve, with condition that he
shall faithfully perform his duties and be responsible for his deputy.
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Sect. 9. The salaries of the prison masters for the several prison
districts shall be as follows:

For the first prison district,
For the second prison district,
For the third prison district,
For the fourth prison district,
For the fifth prison district,
For the sixth prison district,
For the seventh prison district.

dollars per year,
dollars per year,
dollars per year,
dollars per year,
dollars per year,
dollars per year,
dollars per year.

Sect. 10. The state shall take possession of buildings and land
now occupied by houses of correction months after the pas-
sage of this act.

Sect. 11. The date at and after which criminals shall be sen-
tenced in accordance with this act, shall be fixed by proclamation
of the governor.

On page 18 the “ House of Correction at Springfield ” was written
instead of “ House of Correction at Northampton,” and a corresponding
mistake made in regard to the workhouse of that district

On page 28, Northampton is named as the location of the workhouse,

As the result of this error, there appears an excess of workhouse pris-
oners of 22, and a corresponding cost for extensions of $6,600. The
excess named must be taken out, the accommodations in the buildings a;

assigned for use in the sixth district, on page 9, being ample, Thi
reduces the excess of workhouse prisoners in the State to 300, and thi
cost*for their accommodation to 190,000.

ERRATUM.








